Kris:
Immediately upon the conclusion of the shore leave scheduled for the crew of the U.S.S. Griffon, you are to proceed to coordinates 422.7 within the Kolnar asteroid belt and investigate the unusual phenomenon recently discovered in several 

Kris:
of the larger asteroids there.

Kris:
This mission is of a delicate nature and cannot be discussed with anyone outside your crew with the exception of Commander K.C. Spicer who is temporarily assigned to the U.S.S. Ganymede effective immediately.

Kris:
Commander Spicer has had some experience with covert operations dealing with the Dominion and may be of some assistance. She has some additional materials that will provide all the current information we have on the Kolnar asteroid belt.

Kris:
Commander Spicer has given the mission orders to Captain Olbrun, and will furnish the classified documents after she reports for temporary assignment aboard the U.S.S. Ganymede.

Kris:
<<<<RESUME SHORE LEAVE ON RISA>>>>

Gidget:
::wakes up to greet a new day, throwing open the windows to greet the wonders of a new day::

CTACWolfe:
::returns to his familiar roost at the TAC station, tanned and relaxed::

CMO_Wells:
:: sits under an unbrella reading "much a do about nothing"::

Marla:
::sits on a beach chair, dressed from head to toe, red hair tied up in a bun and largish glasses on her face, her nose buried in a book::

CTACWolfe:
@  ::wearing, as when he left, the more casual vest rather than the command tunic::

Paladine:
::playing lute on a rock with feet in the sea::

Gidget:
::gets dressed, and heads out, wondering if she can find those cool people from yesterday::

Trelinome:
:::Walks up to where the CMo is sitting ::

ENG_Tal:
:: in room recovering from sunburn ::

XO-Louis:
:: On the bridge of the Ganymede reading through mindless reams of reports and diagnostics ::

CMO_Wells:
::

CTACWolfe:
@  XO: Were you able to get down planet side Lieutenant?

Trelinome:
CMO: Morning , how are you today ?

Paladine:
::smelling the salt air::

Gidget:
::gets on her landrover, and heads out to the beach::

Marla:
::turns a page::

CMO_Wells:
:: looks up from her book:: Trel: Good morning.  Doing fine . :: puts away book promices herself to finish it later::

KC_Spicer:
::sitting on beach, enjoying the last few minutes of shore leave::

XO-Louis:
Wolfe: See this wonderful tan?... I was off in a lagoon away from you for a change. :: Grins slyly ::

KC_Spicer:
::glancing down at new skin on hands::  

Paladine:
::letting the melodic notes waft in the breeze::

Trelinome:
CMO: I heard a vicious rumor that you were to leave today

ENG_Tal:
:: planning skydive ::

CO_Olbrun:
::packs her bags away, slightly disturbed at the communique from Denhorn::

CTACWolfe:
XO:  Tried to get away from those drafts?  ::returns the sly grin::

KC_Spicer:
::muttering::  That guy knew what he was talking about.  That stuff worked wonders.  

CMO_Wells:
::: starts to pack her stuff up:: Trel: i'm afraid it isn't a rumor.

Gidget:
::spots a group of people, and figures, from their staid activities on a sunny beach day, they must be the officers::

CO_Olbrun:
::she finally tucks her hair up into it's regulation 'do and heads back for the ship::

CTACWolfe:
XO:  Or maybe, into something that doesnt disappear...

Gidget:
::decides to liven things up a bit::

XO-Louis:
Wolfe: Honestly, I just wanted to know if I lost my pants there was noone to see.... and there was noone to see!

Marla:
::glasses slide down nose a bit from the heat, she pushes them back in place absentmindly, then turns another page::

Paladine:
::weaves an enchanted love theme on the lute::

Trelinome:
CMO : then I have this to give you :::holds out Padd . It details some of my findings and the experimental data on what I was telling you about at Dinner

CTACWolfe:
::laughs:: XO:  Or so you hope...::logs into his console::

CTACWolfe (Sound - Console.wav):

CO_Olbrun:
::she beams back to the ship, stows her bags, and gets right up to the bridge::

Gidget:
::parks her landrover, grabs her boombox, and strolls onto the beach, turning up the volume to suit herself::

CTACWolfe:
::as Olbrun returns::  Bridge:  Captain on the bridge

XO-Louis:
Wolfe: It seems as if you got a little sun yourself. Did you stay out of trouble Lt. Cmdr?

CMO_Wells:
:: takes padd:: Trel; i thank you  these will help me on my research I'm sorry to say I much leave very soon, But I'd like to thank you for the dinner again.

ENG_Tal:
:: start packing for return to the ship ::

Marla:
::looks up, curious as to whom is disturbing her peace and quiet::

CO_Olbrun:
At ease, gentlemen. I'm not officially back yet.

XO-Louis:
:: Stands to greet the Captain ::

KC_Spicer:
::sighing and hitting comm badge to beam up to the U.S.S. Ganymede::

CTACWolfe:
XO:  Never.....I always find trouble....

KC_Spicer:
*Ganymede*  Commander Spicer ready for beam up.

CO_Olbrun:
::she takes her seat, and subdues a smirk at Wolfe's comment::

CMO_Wells:
:: hit's com badge to head back to Mede::

Trelinome:
CMO : it was my pleasure , I seldom have anyone I cna talk to about these things :::grins::

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: Did you enjoy yourself?

Paladine:
::gets out drawing slate and begins to draw the woman reading::

CTACWolfe:
*Spicer*  Understood Commander.  Prepare for beam up....the Ganymede welcomes you.

CMO_Wells (Sound - Transporter.wav):
:: smiles ::   beams back to ship::

CTACWolfe:
::notifies the Transporter Chief to beam Cmdr Spicer::

XO-Louis:
:: Sits back down in the second chair :: Captain, I enjoyed myself emmensly... :: Leans closer to the Captain and quietly wispers :: I only wish I had some time to join you.

Gidget:
::turns up the music, wondering why everyone is leaving::

Paladine:
::trying but to capture her essence and the moment::

Marla:
::shakes head that the teenager and goes back to reading::

CMO_Wells:
:: goes to her quarters and changes in to her proper uniform ::

KC_Spicer:
::materializing on the Ganymede::

CO_Olbrun:
::she blushes slightly:: Louis: We'll have to catch up on our vacations a little later- perhaps over another game of chess.

Trelinome:
:::Saddened by the departure he slumps into a chair :::

ENG_Tal:
::Taps comm badge :: @Ensign partyover:  beam me up.

CO_Olbrun:
::her voice is quiet, but her smile is pretty obvious::

XO-Louis:
Captain: Deal. :: Continues reading the padd ::

Paladine:
::adding the seascape::

Marla:
::places book done on chair, thinks that its getting too warm...perhaps a dip in the ocean::

CTACWolfe:
CO:  Commander Spicer gas beamed aboard. Accomidations prepared in the VIP quarters.

CO_Olbrun:
::she laughes, thinking over the time spent on Risa- very interesting::

Gidget:
::spots an empty chair, newly vacated, by Trelinome, and plomps herself down into it::

XO-Louis:
Captain: By the way, all routine diagnostics have been completed to my satisfaction.

Marla:
::stands::

Gidget:
::grins, snapping her gum::  Hi, remember me?

ENG_Tal (Sound - TRNSPRTR.wav):
<Ensign Partyover> ::initiates transporter :: Aye sir.

CMO_Wells:
:: makes sure her hair is up in it's regulation bun and clip and heads for the bridge::

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: But is it to my satisfaction, I wonder....

Paladine:
::changes angle::

Trelinome:
:::Notices the post prebescent teen sitting down near him ::

KC_Spicer:
::nodding at transporter chief and heading for the bridge to report for duty::

CO_Olbrun:
::a smirk can almost be heard::

CTACWolfe:
::notices that the Sec teams have improved their reponse time by almost 5 seconds...excellent::

CO_Olbrun:
Wolfe: Thank you, Commander.

ENG_Tal:
::materializes in TR3 ::

Marla:
::reaches up and releases a mass of red curls, the hair falls to her lower back::

XO-Louis:
Captain: I'm sure our crew will meet with your approval... here is everything you need. :: Hand her the padd and smiles as he shakes his head ::

CMO_Wells:
:: comes out of TL on to the bridge::

Gidget:
@::wonders why Trelinome is ignoring her::

CTACWolfe:
::turns and starts bringing all the ships systems online....the running lights on the Ganymede illuminating::

Marla:
@::looking down, she kicks off one shoe, then the other::

CMO_Wells:
:: takes position at sci 2::

Paladine:
@::begins a small headshot::

Trelinome:
Gidget: Good morning , Miss not going to try surfing again today ?

CO_Olbrun:
::takes the padd and whispers:: Louis: What is it?

ENG_Tal:
:: heads toward TL ::

CTACWolfe:
::pretends to ignore the command staff::

KC_Spicer:
::getting off turbolift and stepping onto bridge::

Gidget:
@::snaps gum again::  Nah, my friends aren't around; no fun surfin alone.........

XO-Louis:
Captain: Nothing you need to worry about... just normal status reports.

CTACWolfe (Sound - Sumup.wav):

CO_Olbrun:
::she turns as Spicer enters the bridge:: Spicer: Welcome to the Ganymede, Commander.

Paladine:
@::capturing the gifts of the sea::

CMO_Wells:
:: nodds to KC::

KC_Spicer:
::stepping up to the CO::  Commander Spicer reporting for duty, sir.

Gidget:
@::brightens up at an idea::  Hey, you don't perchance surf, do ya?

Trelinome:
@Gidget : I thought the fun was in the surfing ?

Marla:
::reaching up under her chin, grabbing the nub of a zipper, she opens her ankle length dress and sheds it, under it - a  bathing suit::

CTACWolfe:
::notes the Cmdrs arrival....and goes back to work::

XO-Louis:
:: Stands :: Spicer, welcome!

ENG_Tal:
:: in turbo lift ::

Gidget:
@::grins, grabbing Trelinome by the hand::  Come on....  I'll teach ya........

KC_Spicer:
::nodding all around::

CTACWolfe:
::stands at ease::

Trelinome:
@Gidget : OK

Paladine:
@::appreciating her beauty::

KC_Spicer:
CO: Sir, I have those materials when you're ready.

CO_Olbrun:
::her composure is total- any evidence of her previous ease more or less gone::

Marla:
@::her hands reach up and carefully takes the glasses off and places them on top of the book::

Trelinome:
@:::Sheds Clothes ::

ENG_Tal:
::exits TL and enters quarters ::

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: At your leisure, Commander. Lieutenant, you have the bridge.

XO-Louis:
Captain: Aye.

Marla:
::reaching for her towel...she notices a young man watching her::

CO_Olbrun:
::she gestures towards her ready room::

Paladine:
@::she has the elegance of the deep and the grace of the midnight sun::

KC_Spicer:
::nodding and following the Captain::

CMO_Wells:
:: double checks SB status::

Gidget:
@::grabs her surfboard::  Here, you just follow me and grab hold.........  of the board, I mean  ::flashes a grin over her shoulder as she takes off with the board::

ENG_Tal:
::changing into starfleet uniform ::

Trelinome:
@:::Runs after Gidget ::

Paladine:
@::smiles an appreciative smile::

CO_Olbrun:
::she strides into her ready room and gestures to the chair in front of the desk, taking the seat behind the desk::

Marla:
@::a shy smile crosses her face::

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: All right- let's chat.

KC_Spicer:
::sitting and sliding the PADD across the desk toward Captain Olbrun::

CTACWolfe:
XO:  All ships systems are online...we are ready to sail

ENG_Tal:
::leaves quarters and heads for main engineering ::

KC_Spicer:
Captain, I've orders from the Admiral to deliver this to you by hand.  It is all that is known of the Kolnar situation.

Paladine:
@::motions for her to come over::

XO-Louis:
Wolfe: Excellent, I'm sure Star Fleet will have something for us soon.

Trelinome:
@:::Swims behind Gidget in the water ::

Gidget:
@::guides the surfboard toward the nearest promising wave, choosing a relatively simple one for Trelinome::

CO_Olbrun:
::she picks it up, and reads over the contents:: Spicer: I see. Looks like we're in for a rather wild ride.

Marla:
@::thinks - do I want to meet him or go for a swim?::

ENG_Tal:
:: in TL::

Marla:
@::starts walking::

KC_Spicer:
CO: A Federation freighter reported some unusual readings in the Kolnar belt.  They investigated and got a sensor shot of this...::indicating PADD::  As you can see, it warrants our attention.

XO-Louis:
Wolfe: Send a message to all crew on the surface to prepare for departure.

Paladine:
@::near...far....where ever you are::

KC_Spicer:
ACTION: THE IMAGE ON THE PADD THAT OLBRUN IS LOOKING AT SHOWS A FUZZY IMAGE OF AN ASTEROID WITH HUMANOID FORMS FROZEN INTO IT AS IF MELDED WITH THE ASTEROID ITSELF.

CTACWolfe:
*Shipwide*  Alpha teams, report to your stations and open duty logs for this stardate.  Prepare to sail.

ENG_Tal:
::entering main engineering ::

Paladine:
@::and the sea will give each man new hope::

Marla:
@::greets the stranger:: Paladine: Hello

CO_Olbrun:
::her brow wrinkles:: Spicer: All right. Is there any other information you can give me?

KC_Spicer:
ACTION: UPON CLOSER EXAMINATION THE FUZZY IMAGES SEEM TO BEAR A STRIKING RESEMBLANCE TO THE FEATURES OF A CHANGLING IN THE FORM OF A HUMAN.

KC_Spicer:
CO:  Our best image analysts looked this over.  They think it's a time-travel experiment gone wrong.

Trelinome:
@Gidget : Shall I Get on teh board behind you ?

Paladine:
Marla: good morning , the honor is mine::

Gidget:
@:;catches a wave, and positions herself on the board for the ride::

KC_Spicer:
CO:  But the interesting thing is, there is no evidence of a ship.  Just their bodies melded into the asteroids.

ENG_Tal:
::assuming engineering duties - begins running diagnotics on engineering systems::

CTACWolfe:
*Shipwide*  All department heads, report green light status immediately.

Marla:
@Paladine: Have you been on Risa for very long?

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: I wonder just how much this has to do with another communique I just received....

KC_Spicer:
CO:  ::eyebrows up::  Oh?

Paladine:
@Marla: a few weeks I am on extended leave, taking in the artistic value here

ENG_Tal:
:: engineering systems show green light status ::

Marla:
Paladine: Oh, your an artist?

Gidget:
@::grabs Trelinome by the hand, and helps him aboard, during a quiet part of the ride::

CMO_Wells:
:: all her staff is back in order::

Trelinome:
@:::Stands behind Gidget:::

Paladine:
@Marla: perhaps life is art, I am merely the lense

Marla:
@::thinks this one is a smooth talker::

CTACWolfe:
::runs a quick diag on the Tac systems...noticing the shield generators are JUST now coming online::

Trelinome:
@:::Feels the balance of the board and moves closer to her ::

Paladine:
@::sincere, no deception in the purity of the words::

ENG_Tal:
:: leaving engineering - heading to TL ::

XO-Louis:
*Engineering* Status report please.

CTACWolfe:
*Engineering*  Ens Tal, I am getting a faulty reading on the main shield generators.  Please double check these readins.

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: I received a communique from an...aquaintance of mine who has a background in Archeology- and who happened to be trying to solve a mystery involving time travel....

ENG_Tal:
XO: Status is green sir.

Marla:
@Paladine: Do you mind if I sit a while?  Might I see your sketches?

ENG_Tal:
*Wolfe* Checking into it sir.

Paladine:
@Marla: please share the day with me

Marla:
@::gentle smile and takes a seat::

ENG_Tal:
:: running diagnotics on shield generators::

CO_Olbrun:
::she sets the padd down on her desk, and leans back in her chair, breathing deeply::

KC_Spicer:
CO:  And how do you think that's related to this?  ::indicating the PADD with the horrific image::

Paladine:
@Marla:: a fine day to live and serve the good

CTACWolfe:
XO:  All weapons systems are online.  I am getting a red light on the main power coupler to the Shield Generators.

ENG_Tal:
*Wolfe* I'm making adjustment to the generators. It will take a few minutes.

Marla:
@Paladine: Tell me a little about yourself.

Gidget:
@::miscalculates the next wave, and the surfboard goes tumbling::

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: It's just a guess, but a good one. Have you ever heard of the planet Millennium?

CTACWolfe:
*Tal*  Understood Ensign.  Wolfe out.

Trelinome:
@:::Falls into ever closer contact with Gidget ::

KC_Spicer:
CO:  It sounds familiar, but I can't recall why....

Marla:
@::looks into his eyes::

ENG_Tal:
::running adjustment algorithms on relays ::

Trelinome:
:::@brings Gidget up to surface :::

Paladine:
@Marla: me, well I try to take joy in passing knowledge and goodwill and...

XO-Louis:
:: Growing concerned with the engineering staff ::

Paladine:
@::catches the fathoms in her gaze::

Marla:
@::looks interested and waits for more::

Gidget:
@::flubbers a bit as she spits out water::: Darn, I always do that on that approach....

CO_Olbrun:
::she takes another breath, and then brings her hands together:: Spicer: It involves the lost race of the Barolians.

CTACWolfe:
XO:  Perhaps they missed it on their diag's during shoreleave......clumsy...

ENG_Tal:
Ensign Brady: Please check out conduit 27.

Trelinome:
@Gidget : I think you re shifting your weight wrong

Paladine:
@Marla: I live but to serve and give freely as I have received freely

ENG_Tal:
<Ens Brady> Aye sir.

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: The Barolians discovered a method of what I can only describe as inter-dimensional travel.

Gidget:
@::starts striking off toward shore, in pursuit of her surfboard::

Marla:
@Paladine: I see

XO-Louis:
Wells: Dr, what is the status with SB?

Gidget:
@::calls back over her shoulder::  Yah, I'll have you know I was taught to surf by the best of Raisa.

Paladine:
@Marla: excuse me for a moment *Sky to Ganymede*

Trelinome:
@Gidget: ahhh

ENG_Tal:
<Ens Brady> ::Adjusting power feed::

Marla:
@::nods::

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: Once they found a dimension, or parallel universe that they liked, they moved the whole civilisation, leaving nothing behind but ruins, and an explanation in the form of a letter.

KC_Spicer:
CO:  I wonder if the Barolians have had any contact with the Dominion?  Perhaps that is why old Hazbin wanted us to meet on this mission.  He's a wily one.

CTACWolfe:
::turns and brings up the latest secotr scans from Starfleet Command Intel on Sci II..then hearing the page..returns to tac::

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: In the letter, they requested that they never be disturbed.

CTACWolfe:
*Sky*  Ganymede Here.

Marla:
@::thinks....Oooo, a space jockey::

CMO_Wells:
Xo:  We have no serious problem sir everyhting is go for departure

KC_Spicer:
CO:  Why?  Did they intend on returning to the ruins?

Gidget:
@::lands on the shore, readjusts her swimsuit, and reclaims her surfboard::

ENG_Tal:
<Ens Brady> *Tal* Try it now sir.

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: The Barolians haven't been seen in centuries. All that was left of their civilisation was ruins- and, as I said, that letter.

Paladine:
*Ganymede* Have my orders to join the crew come through?

XO-Louis:
Dr: Very good, thank you.

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: Hazbin thinks that he's marvelous, but he's not that good.

Trelinome:
@:::Reaches shore and heads to clothes :::

ENG_Tal:
::running tunning algorithms::

Marla:
@::watches as Sky talks to his ship::

CTACWolfe:
::eyebrows furrow slightly, punching up the new transfers....noticing a Lt Sky from SFSci....::

KC_Spicer:
::snorting::  He's actually well-aware of his shortcomings.  He's a big bluff, I've discovered.  All gruffness and intrigue on the outside.  He's terrified of the Dominion on the inside.

CTACWolfe:
XO:  Lieutenant, I have a Lt. Sky on Risa requesting a beam up.  His orders just came through

Gidget:
@::loads her surfboard into the landrover and wipes the sand from her feet before getting behind the wheel::

ENG_Tal:
::shield generators show green light ::

XO-Louis:
Wolfe: Lt. Sky?... well get our crew member aboard!

CTACWolfe:
*Sky*  Your orders have been processed.  We can beam you aboard immediately

Gidget:
@::grins at Trelinome::  Heya, catcha again soon?  Got somewhere I gotta be.......

Trelinome:
@:::Relaxes back on chaise :::

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: That matches my assessment as well, but we're not here to discuss his shortcomings.

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: I'll have helm set course for this location as soon as the rest of the crew is aboard.

Trelinome:
@Gidget : I shall hope so

ENG_Tal:
*Wolfe* Generators should be online sir.

Marla:
@::a look of disappointment crosses her face::

Paladine:
*Ganymede* please allow me 5 minutes

KC_Spicer:
CO:  ::nodding::  He's given permission for you to bring your trusted Officers in on this mission.  He trusts your judgment.  That was the last of what he asked me to relay to you.

CTACWolfe:
*Sky*  Very well.....

Paladine:
@Marla: my apologies fair lady

XO-Louis:
:: Raises eyebrow at the Lt.'s request ::

Gidget:
@:;sets off in a cloud of spinning sand, as she floors it, waving back over her shoulder::

ENG_Tal:
::running diagnostics on SIF::

CTACWolfe:
::checks readings::  *Tal*  Understood...I have a green light at this end.  Bridge out.

Paladine:
@*Ganymede* ready to depart

XO-Louis:
*Lt. Sky* Report to the bridge ASAP.

Marla:
@::nods her head:: Paladine: I understand, good luck

Trelinome:
@::::Thinks that if she was taught by the best ,he was none too good ::

Gidget:
@::giggle ringing out, and fading, as she drives off into the distance::

CTACWolfe:
::notices the XO's look as he has the Chief beam Sky aboard::

Marla:
@Paladine: Perhaps in some future moment. ::steps back::

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: I was under the understanding this was a for your eyes only mission- I'm relieved to know I can let at least some of the crew in on it.

CTACWolfe (Sound - Transporter.wav):

ENG_Tal:
:: SIF indicates green status ::

KC_Spicer:
CO:  Yes.  He was very clear that you are to bring in whomever you trust.  He asked me to relay that personally, since that's the sort of thing you don't want in a paper trail.

CTACWolfe:
XO:  Engineering reports green light on shield generator 1 power coupling.  It checks out at 100%

SCI_Lt_Sk:
Transporter Chief: Hello

XO-Louis:
:: Stands behind LtCmdr Wolfe and watched the view screen ::

Marla:
@::walks back to her chair, changes, sits and buries her nose back in her book::

CO_Olbrun:
::she nods:: Spicer: I agree. All right, I'll take that under advisement.

KC_Spicer:
CO:  Aye sir.

SCI_Lt_Sk:
::making his way to the bridge::

ENG_Tal:
<Ens Brady> *Tal* a crew member is reporting a problem with TL4.

SCI_Sky:
Computer: please take me to the bridge

ENG_Tal:
*Brady* I will check into it.

CTACWolfe:
::looking at Risa...so much like earth::  Aloud:  And the sea will give each man new hope, as sleep brings dreams of home....Christopher Columbus

XO-Louis:
Wolfe: Shields appear to be back on-line at 100%, is that indicator correct?

SCI_Sky:
::exits turbolift::

ENG_Tal:
::running diagnotics on turbo lift subsystem (section 4-24)::

CTACWolfe:
XO:  Yes sir...we are ready to sail...::wistfulness out the airlock::

KC_Spicer:
CO:  If that is all, sir I'd like to report to your SickBay for some follow-up care.

CMO_Wells:
Wolfe: Well said sir. Well said

XO-Louis:
:: Turns to greet Sky ::

CTACWolfe:
::turns slightly as the new CSO steps aboard::

SCI_Sky:
XO: Permission to come aboard?

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: You're welcome to do so. Thank you for the information.

XO-Louis:
Lt. Sky: Welcome aboard, next time you are ordered to report for duty... please be on time....

KC_Spicer:
CO:  Aye Captain.  ::turning smartly and leaving::

CTACWolfe:
CMO:  Fitting...its been years since I have been back to Earth...

XO-Louis:
Sky: With that out of the way, I'm glad to have you here! :: Extends hand ::

SCI_Sky:
XO: my sincere appologies I thought my orders might be changed they were uncertain

CO_Olbrun:
::she picks up the padd again as Spicer leaves, examining it more closely::

KC_Spicer:
::stepping over to Science Station 2::  Doctor, my Medical Advisor instructed me to report in to you at my next assignment.

SCI_Sky:
::shakes hand::

ENG_Tal:
*Brady* Check out Deck 3 junction 22, power conduit 12-B.

XO-Louis:
Lt Sky: Make youself at home at Science 1.

CO_Olbrun:
Helm: Set course for coordinates 422.7, warp five.

CTACWolfe:
::nods slightly at the new CSO::  Sky:  LtCmdr John Wolfe, Chief Tactical Officer and head of security

CMO_Wells:
Kc: very well I'll have your records transfered to here

KC_Spicer:
Wells:  ::smilling::  I've got them right here, actually.  ::handing over PADD::

SCI_Sky:
Wolfe: the pleasure is mine of course

XO-Louis:
:: Acknowledges the Captain's request and nods to engage ::

CO_Olbrun:
<Helm>Aye, captain.

KC_Spicer:
Wells:  Most of what I've been through isn't in the official record.

ENG_Tal:
<Brady> *Tal* Aye.

SCI_Sky:
::configures station::

CMO_Wells:
:: takes PADD ::  Kc: very well and I wil keep everything under doctor patient privleges only is that all right?

ENG_Tal:
*XO* I am showing a problem with TL 4. We should have it fixed soon sir.

XO-Louis:
:: Sits in the second chair and leans forward to see the helm's readout... an asteroid belt? ::

KC_Spicer:
Wells:  That will be just fine Doctor.  Thank you.

CTACWolfe:
::hears the TL report and thinks:  The ship is falling apart::

XO-Louis:
*Engineering* Proceed with repairs.

CMO_Wells:
KC: If you need me you know where to find me ::smiles::

XO-Louis:
:: Makes note of the TL status for the Captains review ::

KC_Spicer:
Wells:  Thank you.  No offense, but I really hope I don't need you.  ::wry grin::

ENG_Tal:
*XO* Aye sir.

SCI_Sky:
::alligning sensors::

CTACWolfe:
::brings up the sector reports....and notices that their course is heading toward an asteroid belt....brings the navigational deflector up to full power::

CO_Olbrun:
::she looks over the rest of the information, makes a few mental notes and prepares for a senior staff meeting::

CMO_Wells:
Kc: i hope so too.

KC_Spicer:
Wells:  ::conspiratorially::  So, any coffee on this ship?

SCI_Sky:
::monitoring local shipping::

XO-Louis:
Wolfe: How are you piloting skills on a ship of this size in an asteriod belt? ::Grins wryly ::

CTACWolfe:
XO:  A ship this big?  Surely you jest......nothing personal.  But this ship handles like a brick at slow speeds...

XO-Louis:
Lt Sky: Full sensors on this asteroid belt, I don't want anything getting beyond our grasp.

ENG_Tal:
<Ens Brady> :: finishing up on repairs ::

CTACWolfe:
::returns the wry smile::

XO-Louis:
:: smiles at the Lt Cmdr's comments :

SCI_Sky:
XO: Aye alligning, sensors

CMO_Wells:
Kc; The best is in the lounge  .  it as reealas you can get to the real thing

KC_Spicer:
Wells:  Ah, thanks for the tip.  I'll head there now, since I've got a few minutes of down time.

CTACWolfe:
::chuckles, thinking:  now the Valiant class....those were the days being aboard the Thor's Hammer::

ENG_Tal:
<Ens Brady> *Tal* repair complete sir. TL4 should be online again.

SCI_Sky:
XO: the multiple gravitational fields generated by the many asteroids will make navigation hazardous

CTACWolfe:
XO:  Not to mention the obvious...the asteroids themselves.  I recommend holding position at 300,000km

XO-Louis:
Well everyone, we have our job cut out for us. Lets all be on our toes. Helm, what is our ETA?

ENG_Tal:
*Brady* Good job.

XO-Louis:
<Hei Yu> XO: 15 minutes.

XO-Louis:
Wolfe: Make that 150,000 km, we have a precarious job to do.

ENG_Tal:
::running diagnostics on IDF ::

CTACWolfe:
::transfers stuff to Helm::

XO-Louis:
Sky: Be ready to have all sensors on maximum sensitivity.

SCI_Sky:
Library Computer: measure and chart asteroid field

SCI_Sky:
XO: Aye

XO-Louis:
Wolfe: Deflectors on full and get engineering to keep power on-line.

XO-Louis:
Wolfe: Also, security at full alert.

CTACWolfe:
::brings safety deflectors to full power, notifying Eng about the XO's orders::

CTACWolfe:
*Security*  Alpha and Bravo teams..report to your posts.  Charlie team on standby

XO-Louis:
Wells: Is SB ready with security measures?

CMO_Wells:
XO: Yes sir I have added secuirty force fields and othe measure set up sir.

SCI_Sky:
XO: StarFleet weather buoys report increased ionic activity in the field's region

KC_Spicer:
ACTION:  THERE IS A BREWING ION STORM IN THE ASTEROID BELT.

ENG_Tal:
::Ensuring continous power to primary systems::

XO-Louis:
Dr: Excellent, thank you.

CTACWolfe:
::brings the asteroid belt onto the main viewer::

XO-Louis:
Wolfe: Tactical on screen.

CMO_Wells:
Xo: if I maybe excused I will go and personaly double check those percustions myself. sir.

XO-Louis:
Helm: Keep us out of that storm.

SCI_Sky:
XO: the field is several km long and approx. 3 km wide

XO-Louis:
<Hei Yu> XO: Aye sir.

ENG_Tal:
::bringing additional fusion generators online::

XO-Louis:
Dr: Please do so.

CTACWolfe:
::brings the TAC systems onto the main viewer::  XO:  There is an ion storm preventing tactical scans within the heart of the belt

CMO_Wells:
:: turns and makes way to TL::

XO-Louis:
:: Knew the Tactical scans would be lacking... and is disappointed ::

SCI_Sky:
XO: the storm is grinding asteroids creating the danger of local projectiles

CTACWolfe:
CSO:  Is there any way to cut through that mess?

CMO_Wells:
:: leaves TL for SB::

XO-Louis:
Lt Sky: We need to find a way through.

ENG_Tal:
*XO* Power levels should be optimal sir.

KC_Spicer:
<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>
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